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Editorial
Things Are
Bustin’ Out All Over
I

f our last cover said “Winter’” surely this one says “Spring” (thanks to Rick
Stonebraker). And with the coming of Spring come thoughts of the outdoor archery season—well, to us archers in any case—and there is still plenty left of the indoor season. In the Spring, of course, things are growing and
if this magazine is to continue to grow we need a little help from our friends.
Our friend Ty Pelfrey (see photo below of Ty blessing an owl . . . ?) has become
our colleague in that he is our new Advertising Sales Manager. Ty is not only
a champion barebow archer, he lives, breathes, and eats archery. (He hunts
deer with a Arco Sport Spigarelli 2001!) So, if you want to talk to someone
about advertising in AFm, Ty is the one to contact (phone 800.671.1140 or
ty@archeryfocus.com).

I

t is with great pleasure that I announce the return of Don Rabska to the
pages of Archery Focus magazine. His article on developing your release is
sure to become an instant classic. Be sure you share it with your friends.
McKinney and Rabska back-to-back—it doesn’t get any better than that!

I

f you are still in indoor mode, Eric Wojciechowski finishs his attempt to
get you ready for the coming indoor championships in this issue. Vittorio
Frangilli shifts gears from selecting arrows (last issue) to the internet! And
Brian Luke wrote the most charming article I have ever had the pleasure of
editing. If you’ve ever tried to imagine what
it would be like shooting with your archery
hero, don’t miss reading “What’s the
Point?” I guarantee you will learn something and be very entertained. As usual,
there is too much to completely detail here,
so . . . enjoy!

O

h, I almost forgot. If you are going to
be at Vegas (or Kansas City or Atlantic
City) be sure to come by our booth and say
hello.

The views published within this publication are those of the contributing writers
and do not necessarily represent the opinion of Archery Focus magazine.
Pre-Press and Printing by Signature Press,
Inc. of Amherst Junction, WI.

Founding Publishers
Yoshi Komatsu
Rick McKinney
Denise Parker
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Rick McKinney

Conscious vs.
Unconscious Aiming

The Elite Archer

I should like to address a question, which has bothered me for quite a long time.

B

eing an avid reader of archery literature,
both magazines and books, I came to realize
that there appear to be two schools of thought
regarding shooting. The two are completely
contradictory. One, I call the Don Rabska
method, was exposed extensively on the pages of
Archery Focus magazine. In a nutshell—aim
unconsciously (I must admit I have no idea how
I could do it with a mind like mine.) and all
your conscious power must be placed on what
happens behind you, that is the draw arm scapula goes towards spine and back tension is uninterrupted (constant motion).
The other one, which I call the Len
Cardinale method, says—practice your drawing
and pull through the clicker (that is what happens behind) until it becomes fully automatic
(3000 shots for an average archer) and therefore
it does not need your conscious attention any
more and put all your conscious power to aiming.
(front)
(behind)
aiming
pulling
Rabska
Unconscious
Conscious
Cardinale
Conscious
Unconscious
My question (actually it was Zoltan Simon who
first asked this) is—who is right and why?
What a great question—two great and contradictory ways of shooting! Obviously, if you are
successful with one, that will be one that you
a r c h e r y
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support, but that does not answer the question.
I would say that the answer depends on your
mental approach to life. If you are an extremely
analytical person, then you will need to choose
the conscious aiming approach (a la Cardinale).
Most people who have been very successful with
this method are highly analytical and can only
see what I call black or white. Opposite from the

There appear to be two
schools of thought
regarding shooting and
the two are completely
contradictory.
analyticals are the creative thinkers who want to
use the “feel” method of coming through the
clicker (a la Rabska) while not worrying about
aiming, because they will use “the force,” so to
speak, to aim. This is a more Zen-like approach,
thus more of a gray area and not so much black
or white.

I

like to use two cultures as examples of these
systems. The former Soviet Union used to
teach the “Cardinale method” religiously. They
did not agree with mental training and they said
you had to shoot constantly to perfect the shot
execution and focus on the aim. That is why
most Soviet archers used to draw very slowly
while keeping the pin on the center of the target. This method worked well for them. If you
talk with Victor Sidoruk, who won the World

f o c u s

dominated the qualification
rounds during very windy
weather. During the eliminations there was virtually
no wind at all and the
Americans came back very
strong. Thus each method
has its advantages and disadvantages. It all depends on
which you or your student
can perfect.
The bottom line is still
dependent on an individual’s
personality characteristics.
Get to know the archer and
you will know which
method will probably work
out very well for them. And
don’t forget that just because
these two methods are the
norm for archers with those
specific personality traits,
there are always exceptions.
Most people follow as a
group. Only leaders or
champions find their own
path and lead. Encourage your archer to learn the norm
but find the right program that will allow him to excel.

Target Championships in
1973 and was the head
coach of the Olympic Gold
Medal winning Spanish
team in 1992, you will recognize that he is very strong
on this issue. Vladimir
Echeev, winner of the 1987
World
Target
Championships, discussed
his method and described
the same style. (While he
mentions mental control, it
is just accepted that you
have it.)
The “Rabska method”
is what most top American
archers have used for years
to win Gold Medals. John
Williams,
the
1972
Olympic Gold Medal winner, used a very large ring
for his sight. He used to
mention that he could see a
little green in his sight ring
at 90 meters. Jay Barrs was
another Gold Medallist who used this method. I used it
extensively. We believe that if you focus on what you
want to hit, your ring will circle the center automatically, thus eliminating the need to aim. The focus was on
pulling through the clicker or “constant motion” or
“back tension”. Being so close to the “feel” of the shot,
you were able to shoot very consistently and did not
worry about how your pin floated. Stress occurs under
pressure, thus if you are not aiming you do not worry
about your nerves as much as just focusing on executing
the shot correctly. This keeps your mind off the aim, as
aiming causes even more stress (for this type of archer)
because the pin does not stay in the middle of the gold.

Creative thinkers want to use the
“feel” method of coming through
the clicker (a la Rabska) while
not worrying about aiming,
because they will use
“the force,” so to speak, to aim.

N

ow, what I just said applies more to recurve style
shooting. Compound archers appear to be the
opposite from the above—most compound top archers
aim and do it well. However, the equipment they have
allows them to see the gold in sharper detail. Their relaxation of their front halves is important because it allows
their aim to stay much more consistent . . . unless the
wind blows. Thus, you may have noticed, American
archers suffer when the winds are strong, while
Europeans shoot exceptionally well in the winds. This is
due to their aiming methods and shot execution. When
the winds stop, the Americans excel in the relaxed-aim
method. This was shown very well at the World Target
Championships in France back in 1999. The Europeans

Rick McKinney is one of the world’s decorated archers. He was
born in Muncie, Indiana where his father was a professional
archer and managed a pro shop there. His mother and brothers
were also archers. Rick won the 1977, 1983, and 1985 World
Championships. He won the US national Target Championships nine times,
Field Championships six times, Indoor
Championships three times and
Collegiate national Championships seven
times. He has two Olympic Silver medals,
1984 (Individual) and 1988 (Team).
His best score is 1352. Rick is currently
President of Carbon Tech, a manufacturer of arrows, in Sacramento, California.
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Don Rabska

Recurve Tech 300

Developing
The Magic Release
One of the most important aspects of highly proficient shooting is the release. This of course pertains
to all of us finger shooters out there. The release is
not an easy thing to master and it takes time and
practice to develop a smooth release. It will be helpful to explain what the release actually entails and
that is what this article is about. Some archers have
shot for many years and still have not found the
biomechanical factors involved in the effortless loose
of the bowstring. The best way to explain a smooth
release is to examine the components that make up
the release and start the process from the beginning.

A

s you will learn or already have learned,
archery is counterintuitive in just about
every aspect of the sport. When you give a first
time beginner a bow and ask them to pull it, you
see nothing like what good technique should
look like. If we examine each component of the
shot, this counterintuitive concept is found in
virtually every step of our shooting. Because we
are talking only about the release in this article,
just those details that are necessary to develop a
smooth release are noted.
The perfect release is no exception when it
comes to learning an unfamiliar process. All of
our lives we have learned to physically open the
fingers of the hand to let go of something. For
example, setting a glass of water on the table—
we simply don’t let go of it before the glass is
resting on the table. We set the glass down then
gently open the fingers of the hand in a deliberate motion. This article explains how to overcome that “let go” process and to master the
mental and physical challenges of the effortless
release.
a r c h e r y
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Examining Fear
A beginner is usually afraid to let the string go,
so they physically and deliberately open the fingers, often one at a time in a quick progression.
Unless this basic fear is unlearned, it can stay
with you (to some degree) throughout your
shooting career. A beginner doesn’t have the ability to release the string by fully relaxing the draw
hand and must be taught how to do this. Again,
it is a counterintuitive act. Like the glass of
water, you were not taught to simply let it go
without suffering the consequences. Developing
an effortless release is directly opposite of this
learned action that you were taught since childhood. It takes time and practice to instantly relax

f o c u s

Fig. 1

when the body is in a position where gravity is not
working in our favor for
good circulation. For
instance, the simple act of
screwing in a light bulb
when we have to stretch out
our arm directly overhead is
far more difficult and arm
fatiguing then if the light
were on a table below shoulder height.
There are also four elements of finger position on
the string to consider as well. These are—
• The depth of the string on the draw fingers
• The vertical location or precise up and down placement
on the string
• The lateral rotation of the hand (i.e. fingers parallel
with the string or with varying degrees of the hand
turned out) and
• The pressure on each drawing finger.

the draw hand, but this is
exactly what is necessary to
learn to properly release the
bowstring. A smooth loose
of the string is simply the
instantaneous relaxation of
the drawing hand and is not
truly releasing. The magic
release is not “letting go of
the string” but actually “letting the string go.”
To physically and deliberately let go of the string creates a secondary action. This is one of the main reasons
that archers “collapse” on release. What happens is that
they physically stop the motion of the draw, and then
open the fingers of the draw hand in an effort to let go
of the string. This is often followed by a soft or “fake” follow-through. Again, it is an attempt to “let go of the
string” rather than letting the string go. Let’s examine
this more closely to differentiate between the two concepts.

String Depth
I prefer a deep hook on the string (see Fig. 1). This allows
the flexor muscles to work less so they can be as relaxed
as possible. The finger placement I recommend is to have
the string placed in the center of the middle pad of the
middle finger, directly between the first two joints. Being
that the length of the index (first finger) and the length
of the ring (third) finger are shorter than the middle finger, they will naturally not be as deeply set on the string,
but should still be behind the first joint. If you have
more top finger pressure on the string than the third finger, this will force the third finger to slide off the string.
If you grip (hook) more with the middle finger and ring
finger, it is easier to keep the fingers better positioned on
the string. Most Korean archers hook the string like the
examples in Figures 1 and 2, but a small percentage of
top archers do use more top finger pressure than bottom
finger pressure. Again, a lot
depends on the length of
your top finger vs. your
Fig. 2
third finger.

T

o “let go of the string” we need to physically open
the fingers of the drawing hand. That means we
must physically activate the muscles of the forearm
(extensor muscles), which open the fingers. Because we
are holding a certain amount of draw weight at full draw,
the muscles of the forearm (flexor muscles) must be activated to hold the string and not allow the fingers to slip
or open prematurely. But, the longer we hold the string
at the full draw position, the more tension is developed
in those muscles. The placement of the string on the fingers as well as the amount of draw weight play an important part in how much tension is created in the flexor
muscles. There are three basic elements in the holding
and releasing of the string—the position of the string on
the fingers (the grip, or as I prefer, the hook), the amount
of time we hold the string, and the amount of draw
weight being held at full
draw.
Let’s look at the time
element first. The longer
we hold the string the
more tension we create in
the flexor muscles and the
more time the muscles
have to “cramp,” because
the effort of holding the
string is reducing the
amount of blood to the
muscle, in turn reducing
circulation. Muscles fatigue quickly, especially

Lateral Rotation
Finger torque due to natural biomechanics is also
something to overcome in
learning this process. For a
while, it will be necessary
to fight the natural tendency to turn the draw hand
out away from the string
Continued on Next Page
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biceps tension is possibly preferred
to help keep the release hand in
tight to the neck upon release.
Additionally, turning the hand in
will reduce tension in the shoulder
and should allow you to feel your
back better. If you move only the
scapula to activate the shot, then
the draw hand must follow the
neck on release because the “hinge”
at the scapula is well behind the
draw hand causing the release hand
to move toward the back. Being
that the neck is in the way, the hand
naturally follows along the neck. In contrast, if we hinge
at the shoulder (ahead of the arm connection to the
shoulder) while holding the draw weight with the arm,
then the release hand must come away from the face
(plucking) because the location of that “hinge“ is not
behind the draw hand but basically even with it. If you
are hinging at the arm, your draw hand has no alternative but to come away from your face unless there is literally no rearward motion of the elbow (no followthrough or the follow-through is fake and forced).

when approaching your anchor
point. This is a very important part
in developing a good release. The
fingers of the draw hand should be
as vertical as possible (parallel with
the string, see Fig 3). However, the
natural tendency is for the hand to
turn out (in the direction where the
palm is facing toward the ground).
Biomechanically, this is the more
natural position for the hand, but it
is not good for releasing the string.
Fig. 3
Turning the hand out creates
torque on the string and increases
string amplitude (side movement) on release. That is, it
forces the string to move further toward your body in the
first motion of the string upon release. Turning the hand
in so the little finger is turned toward the neck is not a
natural feeling but can be learned and made to feel natural with practice. Again, it is counterintuitive to the
natural feeling of drawing, but then again so was all of
your archery technique when you first picked up a bow.
As with the first time archer, the “natural” position then
was to have the drawing elbow down near the waist and
the bow shoulder in the ear while leaning back about 45
degrees!
When you turn your hand in so the fingers are vertical with the string, it eliminates all torque on the bowstring. When you turn our hand out (palm facing more
toward the ground) you literally
twist the bowstring so it is no
longer a straight line. This twisting action will produce varying
degrees of left arrows creating a
left/right grouping pattern. The
reason for this is the torque produced on the string when turning the hand out. The string
torque not only promotes small changes in the sideways
motion of the string (amplitude), it is also not easy to
keep consistent.
Turning the hand “in”, so the fingers are parallel
with the string does offer some challenges. First, it does
not feel natural and it also adds some additional tension
to the biceps of the drawing arm. I have always been a
proponent of having a relaxed biceps, but only to the
degree that you can relax the biceps within the framework of having the fingers placed correctly on the string.
If the biceps of the drawing arm are not holding the
weight of the bow at full draw, it is not a problem to have
some small amount of natural tension in the biceps. Just
make sure the muscles of the scapula are holding the
draw weight of the bow. Actually, that small amount of

Vertical Finger Placement
When placing the tab on the string, make sure your draw
fingers are located in the exact same location on the tab
and that the tab is located each time in the exact same
place on the string. Sometimes,
we don’t pay enough attention to
the vertical location of the tab on
the string. For example, the difference between placing the top
finger against the top of the nock
or sliding the middle finger up
against the bottom of the nock is
the difference in arrow impact
from the gold to the red or even blue at 70 meters.
Therefore, even small hook location errors can cost you
points. For additional accuracy, it is important to always
place your fingers in the same location on the tab. This
may seem obvious, but sometimes we concentrate only
on placing the string in the wear groove on the tab (and
the same location on the fingers) but miss the precise vertical location. If you have a moderately wide nock slot
between the top and middle finger on the tab, it is critical that the tab is located in the exact same vertical location on the fingers and the finger spacing to the nock. I
also suggest using a finger spacer. I have never seen a
Korean archer without one.

It appears as though the
string magically went
through the fingers without the need to open them
to release the string.

a r c h e r y
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other words, as the release gets more relaxed, you will
actually have less string contact on the fingers. When you
physically open the fingers, it is very slow. Due to the
slowness of opening the fingers, the string will ride along
nearly the full length of the fingers. As your release
becomes more relaxed, there will be less contact on the
fingers because they are flipped out of the path of the
string much faster than if the fingers were physically
opened.
When you have developed this feeling, then work to
incorporate it into your normal shot. The time to do
most of the relaxation of the draw fingers is when you
come to pre-draw. In the pre-draw position allow the fingers to relax to the point where you only keep enough
tension in the draw hand to keep the string from slipping
from position. Pre-draw is an excellent position to work
on this because you already have a good deal of the bow
weight load on the fingers. Keep that same feeling of
relaxation as you draw, come into anchor, continue your
motion as the clicker activates and complete the final
phase of relaxation of the drawing hand. That’s it!
Next, monitor your finger position on followthrough. When the follow-through is completed, but
before bringing your hand down from your neck, look at
the position of the fingers. Are they straight, slightly
straight with some curve or do they look like they did
when drawing the bow?

Finger Pressure
Top archers are often asked what percentage of the bow’s
draw weight is placed on each finger of the draw hand? A
majority will reply, 10% to 15% on the top finger, 60%
to 65% on the middle finger and 25% to 30% on the
bottom finger. However, trying to actually duplicate
these percentages is not easy. To start, I recommend taking a deep grip on the string as discussed earlier and
shown in figure # 1. The thought I like to offer here is to
let the pressure develop naturally by having the idea in
your mind that you will draw with equal pressure on
each finger. Take that deep hook on the string, with the
hand turned parallel and let your hand relax naturally
while feeling equal pressure on each finger. With some
practice, your fingers will develop a comfortable feel on
the string. Most shooters will automatically develop percentages of pressure close to those noted above using this
technique.
Where’s the Magic?
The “magic release” comes when you cannot visually perceive that the release happened and that the draw hand
simply moved from point A to point B. To the observer,
you will not see that the fingers ever opened. It appears
as though the string magically went through the fingers
without the need to open them to release the string. Two
good examples of archers who have such a shot are the
famous Kim, Soo-Nyung and Lee, Eun-Kyung. Their
fingers end up in the same position at the end of the follow-through as they were at full draw before the release.
To create this magic, the draw hand must be as relaxed as
possible. The magic release is simply completing that
final relaxation of the draw hand at the moment you
“feel” (hear) the clicker, while continuing to maintain
your drawing motion. In this way, there is no pause of
the drawing motion to release the string because there is
actually no release. It is quite literally that your drawing
motion continues but you are no longer holding the
string.

A

t this point, I would like to sincerely thank all the
readers of my past articles for their kind comments
and encouragement. It is hard to find the time to write
articles, but I do enjoy sharing my experience. Archers
are the best people!
Until next time, Good Shooting!

How To Practice This Concept
At first, it is not easy to create this because of the subconscious fight to let go of the string. Therefore, take little steps to gradually develop the feeling. First start by
drawing your bowstring only two to three inches. While
drawing slowly, instantly let your fingers relax while in
motion. Learn to continue the motion while spontaneously relaxing the fingers. You will be doing it correctly when the fingers flip back to the original position as
they looked while you were drawing the bow. You will
begin to notice the difference in sound the bow makes as
you get better at this and you will notice too that there is
less feeling of release (friction) on the draw fingers. In

Don Rabska is an internationally
renowned archery coach and the
Manager of Special Projects as well
as Athlete Services for Easton
Archery Products. He is a coauthor
of the Easton Tuning Guide, the
most widely distributed treatise on arrow tuning. Most recently
Don was selected to serve as Chair of FITA’s Technical
Committee.
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Ty Pelfrey

Recurve Tech 100

Positively Last
There should be no excuses in life, or in tournaments, just statements of fact. At the conclusion of
the first sixty arrows in this year’s California State
Indoor Championship my score was positively last –
and my poor performance was a catalyst for a great
tournament!
•••
“I would like to register for tomorrow’s shoot.” It
had been eight months since I had mumbled
those words, signed the official entry form, and
forked over a few twenties to play, that is compete.
The registrar glanced at the pre-registered
shooters, “Morning or afternoon line?”
“Morning would be nice – if you have an
opening. Sorry I didn’t plan ahead.”
With a few taps on a laptop computer my
fate was sealed, “See you in the morning. The
shoot begins at eight.” The man smiled. My
exam was about to begin.
•••
Six hours earlier I was standing in front of my
seventh period math class. The portable classroom was comfortable. Twenty-eight seventh
graders stared back. Their algebra exams had
been photocopied and sat stacked on the podium. The students had their #2 pencils sharpened. Their yellow tools reminded me of my
pointed projectiles stowed away in my bow case.
I rested my elbows on the wooden stand,
leaned forward, and peered into their eyes.
Pencils fidgeted, feet tapped, a few kids were
anxious, others stoic. Tired adolescent eyes spoke
of five long days in the public school system. It
was Friday.
The pending exam was on selected
California math standards. My eyes wandered
from face to face. Positive energy emerged from
a few youngsters. Prepared students have confident sparkles in their eyes and an eagerness to
begin.
Glares, hazy stares, sideway smirks and audible whispers, from a few students told of late
night television viewing and extended computer
games. Some students lacked preparation for
a r c h e r y
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their exam. I empathized with the unprepared
youngsters. Other students would soar, their test
scores at the top.
I walked from behind the podium and
caught a glimpse of my bow case, tucked discretely behind my desk. “Have you ever had that
feeling of not being prepared?” Heads across the
room nodded. I felt my own head move in unison with a majority of the class. “Should we cancel the exam?”
The question was more introspective than
the students knew. More heads nodded affirmation – but the prepared students had a flushed
look as if to say, Are you crazy? I’m ready. Don’t
you dare postpone this test. I sacrificed television, basketball practice, and enjoyable hours on
my computer. Give me that test!
The lecture began, my voice was reflective.
“We knew this day, and this exam, was coming.
Each of us made a choice. Some of us are not
prepared. Did you spend the time to prepare?”
A sharp young man in the front row raised
his hand and spoke before being recognized,
“What do you mean – us? You aren’t taking the
exam.” He looked quite satisfied with himself. I
could see his wheels turning. His comments
were predictable.
“Actually, do you see that black case in the
corner.” I pointed and heads turned. “I’m leaving after school to shoot my bow in the State
Indoor Championship – and I’m not prepared
for my exam. No excuses.”
The same blonde kid in the front fired back,
“Don’t go.”
A girl in the second row added to the conversation, “That’s how I feel today - unprepared.” She looked around for others to jump on
her bandwagon.
I grinned, “No, I’m going to the tournament, prepared or not, I chose my fate.” A
pause, sideways smile and one raised eyebrow
put an end to flawed adolescent logic before it
reached a vocal teenage crescendo.
Heartbeats increased, shoulders slumped,
and pencils moved. Echoes of turning paper
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practicing, searching for the perfect
shot. I‘m positively last, positively last,
positive, positive. The Judge blew the
whistle and the tournament continCalifornia State Indoor
Day One – Both Halves
ued. Focused shots were the goal.
Scores didn’t matter. But I kept track
aturday morning arrived sooner
of my good shots with small ink
than I anticipated. Breakfast, bow
marks on an old scorecard.
assembling, arrow sorting, equipment
Methodically each shot was visuinspection, official practice and the
alized prior to shooting it—then with
Star Spangled Banner established the
that positive image I checked my footformal tournament prelude. Familiar
ing, shoulder and finger positions.
whistle blasts from the Judge’s stand
Each shot was coordinated with a
signaled my first exam of 2002. The
silent mantra—reach, relax, relax –
range light turned green and my heart
aim – aim – Thwack! Better! Do it
raced.
California State Indoor
again! Add another hash mark in the
I stepped to the line as the “B”
Sunday – First Half
“good shot” category.
shooter, pulled the string, and released
The arrows were grouping! A pat– THWACK. My hand quickly
California State Indoor
tern emerged – this is great! My
reached for, and focused, my binocuSunday – Positive Finish
coach/friend/roommate/competitor,
lars. Oh no! I missed the target – left
Mark, leaned over and whispered “Put
spot high. The second arrow was
a half-turn on your plunger and move
nocked, drawn, and released – One
the arrows over.” I complied. The
ring, right. The third arrow was loosed
arrows drifted into the gold. After a
– a three! For crying out loud. After
few ends Mark added, “Try another
sixty scattered arrows, and the first day
half-turn.” Even better! Somewhere in
of competition, my preparation
a focused fog last place slipped away.
revealed itself at the bottom of the
My standing was unknown – the score
official manifest and the pit of my
stomach. The equipment was perfect – there were no didn’t matter. My shots were feeling solid – focused.
Sunday ended. The afternoon line took their place in
excuses.
Without looking at the day’s scores, I knew I owned the venue and my partner and I headed home.
a last place finish. Not the energy charged last place Remarkably I felt as if I passed the exam, although this
standing after a great day on the range, bested by com- test was graded on the curve. I took a few digital images
petitors having a better day. This bottom of the list score of my targets for later reflection and analysis. The hightech images would help me confirm my hastily scratched
was a place earned by lack of preparation.
I pulled the 40cm face from the target butt and marks on the scorecard. The punctured pieces of paper
examined the arrow holes. The target appeared as if it represented positive progress—positive thinking, positive
had been shot with a twelve-gauge shotgun, from the hip peer support, positive goals, and perfect equipment.
My thoughts turned to Monday. When the blonde
– blindfolded!
In an attempt to think positively I concluded there kid in the front row asks me, “What are we going to do
was a hole in every scoring ring and one at the edge of today? Do we get our tests back?” I’ll proudly respond,
“Today’s lesson is on preparation, focus, and maintaining
the target face. Nicely done, the target wasn’t wasted.
a positive outlook. Now let’s
hat evening after a great plate of Chinese food my compare our exams.”
coach/friend/roommate/competitor, Mark Applegate, asked “What were your goals today? I thought you
Ty Pelfrey is a a middle school
were going to focus on good shots, and not the score?”
teacher in Northern California.
He gave me that serious teacher type stare.
Ty is twice a National Barebow
“You’re right, I said” A sense of calm washed over
Champion. This is his third artime. I had forgotten my goals. I dozed thinking of perfect
cle for us. Ed.
releases, gold spots, and a steady bow arm – my goals.
Sunday was a crisp California morning. Thick fog,
and icy temperatures, made it a perfect day to be inside,
filled the room. Pencils scratched
proof of preparation and knowledge
on white parchment. The human
struggle of mind over matter began.

S

T
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Brian J. Luke

What’s the Point?

Recurve Tech 200

Understanding It May Just Improve Your Game!
Early target archers employed an aiming system that
was both fundamentally simple and intricately
complex. This aiming method was called “point of
aim.” They perfected this aiming system to a degree
that many top archers preferred this method of aiming to bow sights. No one would make such a claim
today, but I feel the principles behind the “point of
aim” are not wisely ignored.

M

ost of us are familiar with the term gap
shooting. This is where the barebow archer
fixes his aim on the target to be hit while his indirect vision approximates the amount of space or
“gap” there is between his target and the fully
drawn arrow point. This method aids the barebow shooter in obtaining the correct elevation for
the shot. This is basically point of aim shooting
using secondary vision. The point of aim shooter
however, stares directly at a certain point instead
of the target. This helps the point of aim shooter
to obtain repeatable results with a means of measurement to correct any errors.
The point of aim sighting method became
popular from the writings and practice of Horace
Ford, a famous English target archer, in 1856. He
explained that for every bow and arrow set up
there is a certain distance from the target where
the archer could align the fully drawn arrow with
the center of the target while viewing the arrow
point on the gold. When released in good form
that arrow would strike the gold. He called this
distance the “point blank range.” Others refer to
this as the “point on distance.”
If you then walked closer to the target than
your point on distance you could no longer use
the gold as a reference point to align the fully
drawn arrow. To hit the gold now you will have
to align the arrow point at a spot somewhere
below the gold. If the distance you moved closer
a r c h e r y
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to the target was small you could possible use
another ring of the target as a reference point; for
example 6 o’clock blue. A move even closer to the
target you will find that you can not use the target at all as a reference point to hit the gold. Your
reference point will now be somewhere on the
ground. This spot on the ground where you must
now align the arrow point from the fully drawn
position he called the point of aim.

U

ntil 1923 to compete in the NAA
Championship the point of aim had to be
something nature supplied for you such as a
daisy, a tuff of grass, or a bare spot that happened
to be in the right place. Those early archers
would use an instrument called a range stick or
sighting stick to locate that critical daisy or distinctive blade of grass for every change of distance to the target.
The principle of the sighting stick is much
like an artist using his outstretched arm and erect
thumb to proportion his painting. While practicing, the archer would determine just how far the
point of aim needed to be from the target or
shooting line to hit the gold at each distance.
Once the distance was found the archer would
place a temporary marker in the ground for the
purpose of gauging the sighting stick. The sighting stick was commonly a quarter inch wooden
rod held vertically and outstretched like the
artist’s thumb, with a mark on the dowel rod
aligned on the gold. The archer would then mark
the spot on the sighting stick where the temporary point of aim marker on the ground intersected the sighting stick, keeping the base mark
of the stick aligned with the gold. Once the temporary point of aim marker was removed the
archer could approach any shooting line using his
sighting stick and locate the best blade of grass or
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rocking back and forth
daisy to use at that dison his feet like a pro
tance. The archer would
golfer over a winning
place himself on the
putt. From his trousers
shooting line, align the
he pulls out two golf tees
base mark of the sightand pushes them in the
ing stick on the gold
turf at the tangent point
and note where the
At “point blank range” sighting across the arrow’s point will
of each shoe. To hasten
mark for that yardage
deliver it to the center of the gold. At farther distances a point of
aim above the target is necessary. At closer distances the point of
the process I offer him
intersected the ground.
aim is lower, usually on the ground in front of the target.
assistance in the placing
If the archer found a
of his point of aim.
distinguished spot (let’s
say a daisy), he would then position himself on the shoot- Recognizing my impatience, Russ smiles and agrees to let me
ing line that would place him in direct line from his fully help him along.
I jog out about 25 yards or so with his spiked golf ball
drawn arrow point to the daisy aligned horizontally with
while he sights down his range stick from his predetermined
the gold.
This is just a basic explanation of how the point of shooting position. Russ’s range stick is fitted with a nonaim method works. There are many variables to deal with stretch cord and wooden ball that he holds with his teeth to
in obtaining repeatable results using the point of aim. The ensure the range stick is held at the exact distance from his eye
methods they used to deal with those variables are what each time. With the point of aim placed to his approval I run
interest me and therein lie some important lessons I feel back to the line.
“Well Russ, it looks like we have a perfect day for pracwe should not ignore. To fully understand this we must
dig a little deeper into the mechanics of the point of aim. tice. No rain in sight and hardly any breeze. When are you
going to stop messing with that point of aim and buy a new
hose who truly perfected the point of aim method bow sight like mine? It sure saves all that trouble of setting
competed in an era where the artificial point of aim the point.” Russ could out shoot me on his worst day blindwas permitted. A typical artificial point of aim would be folded, but I like to rib him now and then just to see what
a boldly colored ice pick or a golf ball with a spike driven he could do with some more advanced equipment.
Gently replying, “Yes, it is a great
through it. What ever object was
day for practice, but I haven’t found a
used could not be more than 6 inchbad one yet. I know setting the point
es above the ground or larger than
of aim is a bit time consuming, but I
three inches in diameter.
just don’t feel they have all the bugs
Russ Hoogerhyde dominated
worked out of the new bow sight yet.”
the sport of target archery from
Puzzled, I ask, “What do you
1930 to 1940 proving the true value
mean?”
of the point of aim, raising the top
“Well, I’ve played with the bow
scores for the single American and
York round nearly 200 points. Let us imagine ourselves sight indoors but I still get better results setting the point. I
shooting in the day of Russ Hoogerhyde. Better yet, Russ find it difficult obtaining an exact draw length while I am
is one of our archery companions! Since this is my fanta- concentrating on the bow sight. Using the point of aim I
sy, I want to shoot with Russ and you can come along to know exactly how far I am drawing the arrow because I can
see the arrow point on the forefinger of my bow hand like a
pick up some pointers.
sunset on a horizon. Keeping the entire shaft in sight while
aiming assures me that I am inline with my aiming point.
A Reverie
Understanding his view, but not yet convinced, I replied
It’s a June morning as Russ and I arrive at the local archery
club. He parks his Studebaker Roadster in the shade and we “Well at least I don’t have to stand in the same spot each time
gather up our gear and head for the fifty-yard line for a lit- like you do using the point of aim”.
Chuckling, Russ said “That sure is true, but I’ve noticed
tle practice. As usual I’m fumbling with my equipment while
Russ prepares his with the exactness of a surgeon. He rubs his a similar problem with the bow sight. The arrow is resting on
yew longbow with a waxed woolen cloth, braces it and sets it your hand and the bow sight is in a fixed position on the bow.
aside for the inspection of his arrows. His arrows are all num- If you change your hand position in the slightest way you
bered and he knows each one like a mother knows her own have changed the distance from the arrow to the bow sight,
making it unreliable.”
children. The guy is so neat and orderly it makes me sick.
It is really tough to argue with a guy that shoots better
By now my bow is strung and I jam six arrows into my
hip pocket, but I wait to approach the line for I know Russ is
Continued on the Next Page
not done with his ritual yet. He straddles the shooting line

T

Since this is my fantasy,
I want to shoot with
Russ and you can come
along to pick up some
pointers.
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Continued from the Previous Page

tension throughout the shot. This next end of arrows pay closer attention to how the bow seats in your hand, and try to
repeat that same feel each time.”
With his advice I immediately started doing better, but
I was still getting some wild high and low shots occasionally.
Frustrated I asked “Now what am I doing wrong?”
Concerned, Russ exclaimed, “I was watching to see if the
tensions in your drawing fingers were changing, but I could
not detect any difference between shots. Do you use something
to check you head position?”
“Shooting under the chin keeps your head in the same
place doesn’t it? The string is bisecting the center of my chin
and nose like you taught me.”
Russ calmly added, “Shooting under the chin sure helps
maintain a constant head position, but there is still a chance
of vertical head tilt by changing the amount of pressure the
string has on your chin or nose. When shooting the point of
aim I can see the color difference at the top end of my string
serving. I try to have my strings served so that the serving ends
near the place visible just under the point of aim while I am
at full draw and my arrow point is on the point of aim
marker. That help greatly in repeating my head position.”
Russ served a small wrap on my bowstring for me to use
as a head check and adjusted it to use with my bow sight,
and it worked! I was shooting better that I had in weeks; but
it was still a far cry from the groups Russ was shooting.
Embarrassingly I commented, “I sure wish my groups
looked like yours.”
Russ encouragingly added, “As good as your shooting
form looks, you could be shooting tighter groups right now.
You are shooting those light arrows we use at the longer distances of the York, try your heavier indoor arrows, they
should be just fine for the American round distances. I always
group better with an arrow a little slower and heavier that

than you, but I just love picking his brain. As we shoot our
first practice end I’ve shot all six arrows while Russ is just
drawing his fourth arrow. At full draw he is completely
relaxed and staring steadfastly at his point of aim. Even on
the shot his eye never flickers, but stays glued on his point. His
arrow joins the other three in the gold but I never saw Russ
look up to check. His fifth and sixth arrows also joined the
group, and it was not until after he shot the last arrow did I
see him look at the target.
In amazement I asked, “How can you shoot like that
without looking to see where your arrows are hitting?”
With assurance, he commented, “I do not always do
that, but in practice I like to work on repeating my body posture. The point of aim has its disadvantage with body swaying. Just the slightest sway changes the line of aim to the target dramatically. But again I have noticed a similar problem
with the bow sight.”
“What do you mean? You aim directly at the target with
the bow sight, a little sway could not mean that much.”
“You’re right,” Russ instructed, “but a slight cant of the
bow sure does. As you sway there is a strong tendency to cant
the bow in the direction of the sway. If you cant the bow
using a bow sight the arrow is no longer in line with the target; where a slight cant of the bow using the point of aim does
not affect alignment of the arrow as long as your body posture
is the same.”
“That makes sense, Russ. Would you mind watching me
shoot this next end of arrows? I have my bow sight adjusted
for left and right, but I can not figure out why I am still having trouble with these high and low arrows!” I shoot the next
end of arrows and as usual Russ is quick to encourage and
careful to instruct.
“Your shooting form looks great! You are loosing the
string smoothly and your bow arm is strong, maintaining

Rick McKinney’s Book

“The Simple Art of Winning“
Rick McKinney has won numerous competitions during his 30+
year career, including the ‘77, ‘83, and ‘85 World Championships.
He has put the essence of archery in this book with many photos
and illustrations. If you are frustrated, tired of chasing perfect
shooting form, or cannot break your old high score, you need to
read this book! US $24.95
The $24.95 fee includes postage within the United States. All international orders must
include an extra $5.00 shipping fee.

PMB 395,
664-Amagazine
Freeman Lane, Grass Valley, CA 95949-9630, phone 800.671.1140 fax 530.477.8384
Archery
Focus
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my light long distance arrows.”
After an adjustment on my bow sight I was packing
them in tighter than ever. A little cockier now I said, “See
Russ, I didn’t have to leave the line to make a sight adjustment for these heavier arrows; like some people I know!”
Russ laughed and agreed saying, “Yes indeed, a point
well made.”
“Man, the way I’m grouping now you better watch your
yourself!”
With assuring confidence Russ added, “Keep up the good
shooting and I’ll be watching you!”
As usual it wasn’t long before my overconfidence got the
better of me and I started throwing arrows left and right. I
tried to adjust for it with my sight but the problem just continued. Fumbling through my tackle box looking for something to tighten down my sight I felt Russ’s warm friendly
hand on my shoulder. He always knows when I’m about to
come unglued and he points me in a different direction.
“Let’s try something,” he said with a tone of enthusiasm
to make light of my apparent frustration. “I know you like
your bow sight, and it seems to work very well for you. But
to double-check a couple basic things about your setup and
form, why don’t we go on inside to the indoor range and set
you up with a point of aim? We don’t need practice walking
all this way back and forth to the target. We’ll get a lot more
accomplished in there.”
So inside we go and off comes the sight. Russ helps me set
up a point of aim and head check and begins to tell me what
he wants me to try.
“Now stand on your marks on the shooting line and
double check to make sure your point of aim is in a direct line
to the gold. Look at the point and start your pre-draw keeping your posture the same, but do not look back at the target.
Come to full draw and note how the arrow point looks on
your forefinger. Align the arrow point on the point of aim
marker and check to see where the blur of the string serving
meets the string and note where it is in relation to your point
of aim marker. Your shooting form has been beautiful so just
shoot an end of good shots, but do not look at the target until
you are done.”
With Russ’s belief in me and a new found confidence in
myself, I did as he instructed. It was hard not looking at the
target. After I shot my sixth arrow Russ exclaimed, “Great
shooting!”
I looked up to see a nice little group of arrows, but disappointedly left of center. “What’s so great about that?” I
asked.
“Your group”, Russ replied. “A few minor adjustments
and we will have you right in the center. I noticed the wrist
of your bow hand was a little broken and turned in toward
the string. You are heeling the bow nicely, but now on your
pre-draw seat your hand and wrist so the tensions are more
in line with the tensions set up in your drawing arm and
elbow at full draw. Go ahead and come to full draw.” Russ

Russ Hoogerhyde was a dominant force in the
U.S. National Archery Association in the 1930s.
He was National Target Champion in 1930, 1931,
1932, 1934, and 1940. He set numerous records in
the rounds shot in those days, pushing the Double
American Round record, for example, from the low
1300s to over 1420.
Hoogerhyde’s first job in archery was at an
indoor range where he had the opportunity to perfect his shooting form. He figured that he shot over
a thousand arrows per day for six months before he
shot a regular round on an outdoor range.
Hoogerhyde was known for the grace and
power of his apparently effortless shooting. His
form was considered to be of “textbook” quality.
A measure of the man is the comment he
made, “I undoubtedly was the least colorful
National Champion that ever lived. In my feeling
of inferiority I’m sure I appeared to be the least
appreciative, the most opinionated, the least
friendly, the most conceited of archers.
Nevertheless, it was through this wonderful game
of archery that I did get to know some of the most
wonderful people—archers in general. Most of
them seemed to understand that here was a kid
who was scared to death of his own voice and
almost his own shadow. They seemed to forgive me
for all the juvenile things I did and I thank them
for their tolerance.”

Continued on the Next Page
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commented, “Your wrist is a little straighter now, you should
feel strong and secure.”
“It feels pretty good,” I acknowledged.
“Look at how your hand is positioned,” Russ added.
“Burn that picture in your mind. When using the point of
aim your bow hand can easily be seen while you are aiming.
Now go ahead with your shot, starring at the point of
aim and note how your bow hand reacts on the shot.”
I released smoothly and noticed a crisp clean punch of
my bow hand toward the point of aim marker.
Excitedly Russ said, “Did you see how nicely your bow
reacted on the shot? You could feel the difference couldn’t
you?”
I looked up to see my arrow on the left edge of the gold.
“Pretty good I exclaimed, but I’m still a tad left.”
“No problem”, Russ assured. “Your arrows are just a hair
stiff. I shoot my best groups with arrows a tad stiff. They may

standing. He gladly accepted my offer as I scrambled to gather up all of my gear.
With Russ’s gear now sooooo neatly put away; we zoom
off in his roadster to that diner down the road. You know, the
one with the cute little waitress.

O

h, I just have one favor to ask of you, dear reader,
“Please don’t wake me up just yet!”

Brian J. Luke Brian Luke is a tool and die maker by trade
and a longbow enthusiast by choice. Brian has been building
and shooting longbows since 1992. He has won four national
longbow championships, the most recent in July, 2001. Brian
feels his greatest accomplishments in archery have been the time
spent helping others build and obtain their own wooden
archery equipment.

It is not much different from
blank bale training, with the
added interest of
measurable results!
wobble a bit more than perfectly flying arrows, but I find
them to group better. A slight movement of your point of aim
marker will put you in the center, but if you are not comfortable with that, shoot an arrow a little weaker in spine.
Then you can decide for yourself which shafts will yield the
higher score.”
“I appreciate all your help Russ, but I really do not like
shooting the point of aim. Not looking at the target and wondering if I have swayed off line is just too much for me to
handle in a tournament.”
“I understand completely,” Russ said. “That kind of confidence using the point of aim only comes after many hours
of practice. I’m not telling you to abandon your bow sight. All
I am trying to say is not to forget the point of aim method as
a means to work on form or when you may be having some
shooting troubles. Using the point of aim allows you to study
your draw length, bow hand position, arrow alignment, and
reaction of the bow on the shot without the distraction of a
bow sight and a target face. Using the point of aim successfully also assures you are not swaying while aiming. I believe
incorporating the point of aim method in your practice will
only make you a better archer. It is not much different from
blank bale training, with the added interest of measurable
results!”
Now understanding his logic, I commented, “I do feel
better about my form and setup now. That should help me to
just relax and aim when I do put the sight back on my bow.”
Nodding, Russ agreed and said, “Exactly.”
We decided to wrap up our practice session for the day
and I offered to buy Russ lunch for all his help and undera r c h e r y
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Corrections
On page 8 in the last issue (Vol. 6 No. 1) Figures
8 and 9 were inadvertantly replaced with copies of
Figure 7. I apologize to Akira Kasahara and to any
readers who were confused. The correct figures are
supplied at the right. Ed.

0.088˝ or 0.098˝
–1 or –2
On page 5 in the last issue (Vol.
6 No. 1) there was an error in the
diagram. The “groove width” of
the nock is measured in the
throat area (see the corrected diagram at the left) and not down
where the string eventually ends
up. Thanks to Don Rabska for
spotting my error. The error was
mine and no one else’s. Ed.
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Lisa Franseen, Ph.D.

Triangles

Mental Skills

Sometimes the relationships between a student, his
or her parents, and the coach are conflicted and miscommunications occur. It’s no wonder! Three individuals (assuming only one parent) each having a
relationship with the other, means there are actually six relationships! The parent has two relationships
– one with the coach and one with their child. The
coach has two relationships – one with the parent
and one with the student. And the student has a
relationship with their parent and their coach. If we
include both parents, then there are 12 relationships! This article will hopefully give you some guidelines on how to make this parent-child-coach triangle as beneficial to the student-archer as possible.

L

et’s start by taking a look at “Sandy.” Sandy
had been shooting on a JOAD team for several years. She liked her coach, Joe, because he
believed in her shooting abilities and he
made shooting fun.
Sandy’s parents, however, had different
opinions about Joe.
They didn’t like how
he let the shooters
goof off occasionally and thought he should be
more authoritative in the way that he coached.
At home, Sandy’s parents often talked negatively about Joe and this made her feel bad about
liking her coach. She wanted her parent’s
approval so badly that she withdrew from Joe by
not saying much around him. In doing so, her
performance wasn’t as good, she wasn’t improving
as quickly, and archery wasn’t as fun. This further
reinforced her parent’s opinions about Joe: “If
he’d just have a little more structure and give
Sandy more time, she’d start improving again!”
they said.
Through this example, can you see how the
parents influenced Sandy’s attitude and behavior?

Triangles are common. Whenever one person
influences or interferes with another relationship,
a triangle has formed. Rather than the relationship being just between the two people involved,
there are outside influences from a third. In such
cases, things can get easily muddled and progress
slows down.
The secret to avoiding triangles is to communicate directly with the person involved. Often,
with triangles, miscommunication is high. Mom
talks to coach for her daughter. The coach tells
the son to deliver a message to his parents. The
son complains about the coach to his parents.
Whenever a message is not given directly to the
person it involves, it opens the door to problems.
Remember playing the game as a kid called
Telephone? What was it we were supposed to
learn from that game?
The relationship
between the coach
and parent is as complex as between the
coach and athlete. In
fact, it is frequently
more
complex
because parents and
coaches have less contact and communicate less
with one another. The coach and parents need to
talk more frequently and not just when problems
arise. Worthy is the effort to have contact and
build a strong relationship because the athlete is
greatly affected by the way things are handled and
how conflict is dealt with. Remember, adults are
the role models!

Learning to deal with conflict
and communicating clearly
and honestly are skills that
kids need to learn.

a r c h e r y
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When there is conflict . . .
Let’s say that a young shooter goes home after
practice and complains that his coach gives other
shooters more time and attention. Parents, do
you believe him? We want to, yes, but it’s usually
best to keep an open mind. Kids aren’t dumb.

f o c u s

from the example
above, a parent
could say, “My son
has been feeling
like he wants more
of your time. We
talked about how
he might ask you
for that – I’m not
sure how that
went– and I’m
wondering what
your take on this
is?” Ask the coach
what his or her
perceptions are. As difficult as it is at times, listen to their
side of the story with an open mind. Hopefully, from
here, the conversation will flow toward some resolution.
Coaches and parents both need to follow up with one
another a couple weeks later to review how things are
going.

They know what
brings them attention from you and
complaining
is
often a popular
approach. Or there
may be a good possibility that the
child is doing
something
that
encourages
the
coach to go elsewhere with his
advice. I once
worked with a
young child that felt very intimidated and inferior to the
other shooters. To compensate, she tried to come across
as being over-confident, knowing it all, and not needing
help. The coach in this situation wasn’t aware of the true
situation and reacted by assuming the shooter didn’t
want help.
With any conflict or complaint, first encourage your
child to deal directly with the coach him or herself.
Learning to deal with conflict and communicating clearly and honestly are skills that kids need to learn. Parents
who immediately “take on” their kid’s conflicts are stealing good lessons. In response to the situation above, the
child could be encouraged to ask for more time and
attention by asking the coach questions or asking some
skill to be observed: “Coach, can you come watch me?
I’m not sure if my release is right.” or “I keep hitting to
the left. Can you help me figure out what’s going on?”
If the child has already put an honest effort into
dealing with the situation but without resolution, then
consider stepping in. When to step in will always be a
judgment call. Overprotective parents who can’t tolerate
seeing their children suffer will usually jump in prematurely. Avoidant parents will wait too long. Either way,
rather than blasting onto the field and ripping into the
coach, it’s best to start with a one-on-one meeting. Let
the coach know you have something to talk about (this
gets her attention) and that you need a few minutes
alone with her. Respect the child’s need for confidentiality by avoiding talking to the coach in front of other
shooters or parents.
It’s best to avoid bringing up matters during or right
after a competition when coaches are least available to
really listen. Also make sure that the conversation happens when emotions are in check. Discussing a loaded
subject when emotions are strong invites defensiveness
and closes the door to listening and being objective.
Rather than jumping in with blame and accusations
(for example, “Why are you giving other archers more
time than you give my son?!”), talk about the issue from
the child’s, rather than one’s own perspective. Drawing

Potential Reasons for a Parent to Talk to a Coach
It is often not the child who comes home with a complaint but parents who have their own concerns about
the coach. In fact, some kids won’t complain when they
think their parents like the coach. If the following situations occur, it is best for a parent to speak directly and
privately to the coach about their child, without involving the child—
1. The parent witnesses their child being abused (verbally or physically), being teased, or made fun of by other
archers without any intervention on the coach’s part.
We often think of teasing as “harmless fun” but, more
often than not, it is quite damaging to a child’s selfesteem.
2. The parent witnesses unjust punishment or criticism.
Of course, what is unjust is always a judgment call.
3. The child is put under pressure intense enough to
affect their shooting performance.
4. The coach’s style includes more criticism than encouragement. The most effective style is to “sandwich”
constructive feedback between two encouraging statements.
5. The child, himself, is being criticized, rather than his
behavior.
6. The coach tends to make the child feel worthy only
when they win.
7. The focus is only on winning and not on the process
of learning.
8. The parent witnesses consistently unequal time given
to the coach’s students.
9. The coach displays poor sportsmanship – arguing
with judges, allowing cheating, using swear words, etc.
Continued on the Next Page
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Continued from Previous Page

Whenever a message is
not given directly to
the person it involves,
it opens the door to
problems.

For Parents
and Coaches, Alike . . .
What seems to be most effective for
kids is when all the influential
adults in their lives are on the “same
page” with regards to role-modeling. Following are some tips to help
you be the most that you can for
your kids—
1. First and foremost, adults are human beings.
Meaning? We make mistakes, speak before we think
things through, say things when not all the facts are in,
and judge too hastily. What’s most important for the
kids is for us to be willing to admit we’re wrong and to
take responsibility for our mistakes. (responsibility =
the ability to respond).
2. It is not easy to see kids fail. It’s important for adults
to keep “losing” in perspective and accept the child’s
disappointments. Allow them to be upset, angry, or
frustrated. Remember that sport participation is about
learning; learning from failure as well as from success.
3. Keep your own emotions in check. Remember that a
child’s performance is not a reflection of your parenting or coaching abilities.
4. Make sure that you don’t promise anything you can’t
deliver. Kids remember promises and never forget bro-
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ken promises. If we’re not true to
our own word, then we can’t expect
them to be true to theirs.
5. At tournaments students notice
if the attention is given to the
shooter who is doing the best.
Coaches are most respected for
giving all of their students some
attention, performance aside. Additionally, attending at
least some of the archery competitions is a way for parents to show their support and encouragement. Just be a
part of the cheering section rather than the coaching
crew.
Dr. Lisa Franseen is a clinical and
sport psychologist in Denver, Colorado
and works with athletes throughout
the U.S. She first began working with
archery in 1994 while at the Olympic
Training Center in Colorado Springs.
From there, she has continued to help
archers of all levels improve their performance through mental skills training, including elite archers at USAT
training camps, international competitions, and the Olympic Games. Lisa
also teaches sport psychology for the
NAA Level 3 and 4 Archery Coaching
Certification Courses.
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Archers Worldwide Are
Enjoying the Benefits of
ARCHERY FOCUS MAGAZINE
THE ONLINE EDITION
at www.archeryfocus.com
Would your outdoor/wildlife magazine benefit from having an Online Edition?
Would your readers like the same benefits readers of Archery Focus magazine are enjoying now? Benefits such as • Early access to the latest editions!
• Access to an archive of back editions!
• No overseas postage!
• No delays for overseas shipping!
• Hyperlinks to websites associated
• Product/equipment profiles with the
with each article!
ability to buy online!
For more information about our service and simple software interface that gives you
complete control over your own Online Edition, contact-
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Neil R. Foster

Special Feature

NAA Coach
Training Programs
Level 4 National Coach Seminar in 2000, also at
the ARCO Training Center in Chula Vista,
California.
Upon arrival on Sunday, we had our first session that evening after dinner, at which time, we
were able to renew old friendships and make new
ones. The schedule starts full-bore on Monday
his program is the most comprehensive with sessions starting at 9 o’clock with breaks for
archery-coaching program in the United lunch and dinner followed by presentations and
States. The programs have the following classifi- discussions in the evening. Friday evening was set
cations—Level 1, Basic Instructor; Level 2, aside free time, and the majority of the attendees
Archery Instructor; Level 3, Archery Coach; went to visit a nice area in San Diego for a bit of
Level 4, National Coach; and Level 5, Master recreation. The discussions and presentations, in
Coach. With the exception of the Level 5, Master my opinion, were outstanding. We had presentaCoach designation all the others can be earned by tions by such notables as Dr. Jim Bauman, on
successful participation in the appropriate train- Sports Psychology, on Compound Bows and
ing program. A Level 5, Master Coach, is tournament preparation by the world-renowned
appointed upon the recommendation of the expert and teacher, Larry Wise, and Glen Harris
Coaches Development Committee, with final gave us his insight on working with Paraapproval by the NAA Board of Governors. The Olympians and the special coaching requireappointment is an honorary position, recogniz- ments for working with these outstanding athing significant achievement and contributions in letes.
Each evening, the Level 4 candidates prearchery coaching. At the present time, the Level
3 and Level 4 certification camps are held annu- sented a research paper on a topic that had been
ally at the Olympic Training Center and last for assigned prior to the seminar. In most cases, M.
seven days. Level 1 and Level 2 certifications can J. Rogers, knowing the candidate’s aptitudes,
generally assigned subjects
be done on local or regional
that required quite a bit of
levels. There has been some
insight and research from the
discussion regarding the posnormal coaching that the
sibility of having the Level 3
presenter was involved in.
and Level 4 available regionThis was a requirement for
ally.
the Level 4 candidates and
My personal experiences
they presented their report to
were in attending the Level 3
the Level 3 and 4 candidates
course at the Olympic
attending this seminar.
Training Center in Chula
The topic I was assigned
Vista in 1998; I then became The author with his Level 3/4 training class and
was “An out of shape comeligible and did attend the coaches.
The National Archery Association offers many types
of programs for its members. One area that has been
special to me is in the area of coaches’ training.
Through the Coaches Development Program, the
NAA certifies individuals to coach and to instruct
in archery programs.

T
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Program Administrator at the OTC
pound archer (I am a recurve archer)
and serves as chairman of the NAA’s
comes to you for help. He/she is planAthlete Training Committee. He does
ning to go to the World Field
a great job in overseeing the training
Championships in Australia in 2002
programs as well as all the archery
(9-14 September). He/she is an avid
activities at Chula Vista. As I am a
target archer (1270’s FITA) but has
techno-weenie, a highlight was the
never shot field. Beginning now, what
presentations by George Tekmitchov
is the timeline for this archer to develentitled Bows and Arrows, and Bow
op field shooting skills? What is the
Dynamics. George is an incredible
training plan? Exercise, Cardio,
source of information and, unlike
Nutrition?” Whew!, a formidable Lead Coach M. J. Rogers
undertaking. Forty some odd pages later, I had my plan. many engineers, presents information in a clear, concise,
A bit more than I had anticipated, but this was a com- understandable, and interesting manner. I could have
plex assignment. It actually ran longer than the allotted spent an entire week of people like George and enjoyed
time than I had wanted. There was just a lot of material it immensely. I remember back to the Level 3 course
to cover. In preparing for this assignment, I found that when Don Rabska did presentations of a similar nature
many people in the archery community were very gra- and had me mesmerized by the technical expertise these
cious in talking and corresponding with me, to give me gentlemen had. Both the Level 3 and Level 4 candidates
greater insight into my project. Help in various forms provided a video of at least 10 minutes showing them
came from Per E. Bolstad (Norway), Chair of the FITA working with a student. The Level 3 candidates took a
Field Archery Committee, Robert J. Canecchio, written examination at the close of the seminar. The
RPT(Physical Therapist, Atlanta, GA), Pascal Colmaire
Continued on the Next Page
(Switzerland) FITA Development Director, J. F. Rick
Hammesfahr, MD (The Center for Orthopedics and
Sports Medicine, Marietta, GA), Annette M. Musta
(ARH Sports and Fitness, Venetia, PA and This
Magazine) and last, but not in anyway least, my good
friend and technical mentor, Don Rabska (who wears
many hats—Chair, FITA Technical Committee;
Manager, Easton Special Projects; Manager, Easton
Athlete Services).

T

here were many other areas of information presented during the week such as Sports Medicine and
Injury Prevention by Vinny Comisky of the resident staff
at the OTC. Lloyd Brown, a Level 5 Master Coach, gave
an excellent presentation on
international coaching. We
had a coaching roundtable
presided over by M. J.
Rogers with Glen Harris,
Don Tucci, and Lloyd
Brown. There were presentations on team preparation
and working with a team.
The NAA Coaching
Programs and Thinking
Coaches were presented by
M. J. Rogers. M. J., inciden- The author with George
tally, is the Resident Athlete Tekmitchov.
a r c h e r y
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Continued from Previous Page

Level 4 candidates were graded by their peers (the Level
3 and Level 4 candidates), on the quality and work that
went into their presentation.

D

id I enjoy the course? It’s obvious that I really did.
To me, it is a privilege to be able to attend a seminar at the OTC. Lest I forget, the food at the OTC is
incredibly good and M. J. Rogers admonishes everyone,
the rule of thumb is you’ll gain one pound per day in residence. Believe it . . . it’s true. I had to work like hell to
lose the pounds I put on. Do I recommend the NAA
programs? You bet! Even if you do not desire to be a
coach, it will certainly enhance your own shooting abilities by helping you to analyze yourself and become a better archer. The main purpose of the training programs,
though, is to reinforce the Coaches Development
Committee with capable coaches across the United
States.

The Pro Tuner Rest–
The Rest of Your Life!
• No tools needed for
adjustments
• No moving parts
• No bushings or
springs to wear out
• Available in stainless
steel also

Shown with the following options—mounts for Martin, Hoyt,
PSE, and Mathews Converta Head and Elite Head

• Three blade sizes
available (5⁄32˝, 3⁄16˝,
1
⁄4˝)
• Positive ball detent
click stop
• .007˝ windage micro
adjustment

Contact Original Brite Site
34 Kenwood Rd.
Succasunna, NJ 07876

Neil Foster lives in Marietta, Georgia with his
wife Nancy, two Welsh Terriers, an African Grey
Parrot and a Blue and Gold Macaw. If you ask
the Grey Parrot where Neil is, she will most likely
tell you “probably the arrows.” A Level 4 National
Coach, he is also very active in NAA activities. He
is the South Region representative to the Officials
and Rules Committee, A National Judge, Chair
of the NAA Board of Justice, and assists in the
JOAD program at The Shooting Stars of Georgia
(Morrow, Georgia). As a retired corporate manager he devotes his time to the NAA programs and
substitute teaching at three local middle schools.

phone 973.584.0637
fax 973.927.6779
email brtesite@optionline.net
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NAA Membership Benefits
YOUR MEMBERSHIP HELPS TO SUPPORT THE UNITED STATES OLYMPIC TEAM
CATEGORY

ANNUAL DUES

ADULT (single male or female over 18 years old)
ADULT ADD-ON

$40.00
$10.00

* Subscription to Archery Focus Magazine
* National rankings
* Subscription to NAA Newsletter, Nock-Nock
* Archery Training Camps
* Discount on airfare through United Airlines for
* Instructor and coach certification
travel to NAA sanctioned events
* Leadership opportunities on local, state and
* Athlete Sport Accident Insurance covers you for
national committees and boards
injuries sustained as a result of archery-related
* NAA Decal with new membership
accidents by members, including practices and competition
* Competition and instruction through club programs
FAMILY

$65.00 per family

* The same benefits for individual family members as described above, allowing savings
for NAA member families.)
Save time and money with our new THREE-YEAR MEMBERSHIP now available (includes all benefits listed
above:
ADULT MEMBERSHIP - THREE YEAR
$110.00
ADULT + ADULT ADD-ON - THREE YEAR
$140.00
FAMILY MEMBERSHIP - THREE YEAR
$175.00
COLLEGIATE (full-time student)**

$20.00

* All the benefits of adult membership as described above (excludes the subscription to Archery Focus
Magazine)
* Participation in the Collegiate All-American Program
YOUTH (18 years old & under)**
YOUTH ADD-ON (same family/address as Youth 1st member)

$20.00 (1st Youth)
$10.00 (each Add-on)

* All the benefits of adult membership as described above (excludes the subscription to Archery Focus
Magazine)
* Entitles you to participate in the Junior Olympic Archery Development Program in over 300 community
clubs within the United States
**ARCHERY FOCUS MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION MAY BE PURCHASED BY COLLEGIATE AND YOUTH
MEMBERS FOR AN ADDITIONAL $16.00 PER YEAR.
National Archery Association of the United States
One Olympic Plaza
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
Tel (719) 866-4576
Fax (719) 632-4733
a r c h e r y
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®

NAA Corporate Sponsor

NATIONAL ARCHERY ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
S New

S Renewal

(Specify Type of Membership)

S Family Membership $65

S Adult $40

S Adult + Adult Add-On $50

S Family Membership (3 Years) $175

S Adult (3 Years) $110

S Adult + Adult Add-On (3 Years) $140

S Collegiate $20

S Youth Add-On ($10 for each additional youth)

S Youth $20

S Archery Focus Magazine Subscription $16 (For College and Youth Members Only)
NOTE TO FOREIGN MEMBERS—PLEASE ADD $20 TO COVER INTERNATIONAL POSTAGE FEES

Member Name
Street Address
City

State

Home Telephone (
Fax Number (

)
)

–

Zip Code

Office Telephone (

–

)

Date of Birth

/
(month)

Social Security Number

–

Primary Archery Discipline: S Recurve

–

–
/

(day)

(year)

EMAIL:

S Compound

S Other (

Add-On:

)
DOB

/
(month)

DOB

/
(month)

DOB

/

/

DOB

(year)

/
(day)

/
(month)

(year)

(day)

(month)

Credit Card:

/

/

DOB

(year)

(day)

(month)

Amount Enclosed: $

/
(day)

(year)

/
(day)

(year)

or please charge my credit card (below)

S VISA

S MasterCard

S American Express

Card Number:

Expires:

S Discover
/

Signature:
Adult Members: I understand that $5.00 of my membership will contribute to a one-year subscription to the NAA newsletter, “Nock-Nock”.

Signature:

Return to: National Archery Association
One Olympic Plaza
Colorado Springs, CO 80909
®

NAA Corporate Sponsor

or
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Fax to: (719) 632-4733
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®

NAA Corporate Sponsor

The Easton Complex can hold 80 moveable targets at
up to a 90 meter range and can accommodate 320
archers at one time, said Brown.
On a daily basis, anywhere from three to 20
archers can be seen shooting on the field. Training at
the Easton Complex is open to all NAA members for
a $40 per night fee, which includes room and board.
Also, if a member chooses not to stay at the facility,
day passes are offered for use of the Easton Complex,
Brown said. If staying the night, whether for shortterm use or long-term use, you can expect to live in
one of the 35 housing units that consist of two bedrooms and two bathrooms each. The facility can
accommodate a total of 150 athletes. The athlete dining hall can seat up to 300 people. Visitors are always
welcome.
Camps are a common scene at Easton Complex,
Brown said. About 40 camps a year use Easton
Complex’s facilities. Open camps for adults, Junior
Olympic Archery Development (JOAD) and
Olympic Medal Track camps offer an opportunity for
archers of all levels and ages to experience ARCO and
its resources.

T

wo major donors made ARCO possible. The
Atlantic Richfield Company (ARCO), for which
ARCO is named, gave a $17 million donation to
assist in the construction of the complex. Another
major contributor to the complex is Eastlake
Properties, the original owners of the land ARCO
occupies. Eastlake Properties donated all 150 acres of
property, Rogers said.
ARCO is yet to be completed, according to a
Chula Vista informational book. In the future ARCO
plans to have an Aquatics Center for Synchronized
Swimming and Water Polo along with a gymnasium
for Volleyball and Basketball. Also planned are 250
more living quarters for athletes and several conference rooms. And, eight more tennis courts will be
added to make a total of twelve.
ARCO is a place for archers, of all levels, who
desire to be challenged, coached, and motivated to
shoot and achieve personal goals.

If you have any questions about ARCO and the
Easton Archery Complex, please call M. J. Rogers at
ARCO OTC/Archery, 2800 Olympic Parkway
Chula Vista, CA 91915, mjrogers@usarchery.org, or via
phone at 619.482.6157.
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by Mary Beth Wilfong

he day begins with a 6:30 AM run for recurve
archer Tara Robey and her four teammates.
While the run may be routine and familiar to many,
the location is one few have experienced.
Robey is a resident athlete who is training at the
Easton Archery Complex at ARCO in Chula Vista,
CA. The ARCO training center is a unique facility
that provides intense training for resident athletes and
visitors. Construction of ARCO began in 1990 and
the Easton Complex moved to Chula Vista from its
training site in Colorado Springs, CO in 1994, one
year before ARCO was in full use.
“ARCO offers everything in one place,” said
Robey. “It’s nice living with people who all have the
same goal and are motivated.” According to M. J.
Rogers, Resident Athlete Program Director, the 150
acre ARCO Olympic Training Complex houses
archery, track and field, canoeing/kayaking, soccer,
rowing, field hockey and cycling. To accommodate
the other seven regular sports at the Center, ARCO
provides five soccer fields, a Field Hockey pitch, a
softball field, a large track and field complex and the
Otay Lake Reservoir.
The ARCO Training Center was built in San
Diego County primarily because it was, and is, an
ideal place for summer sports and training. “(Chula
Vista) is the most beautiful place in the world,” said
Lloyd Brown, Resident Athlete Program Coach, “San
Diego provides a year-round climate ideal for training
outdoors.”
Residing at ARCO along with Robey, are archery
athletes John Burkett, Brian Funston, Ashley Kamuf,
and Karen Scavotto. The athletes have the opportunity to use the latest training technology, as well as qualified coaches, trainers, and sport psychologists. Living
at ARCO year round is more difficult than training
there short term. Resident athlete status is reserved for
archers who meet specific criteria and who commit to
living in Chula Vista to train. To qualify to live and to
train at ARCO, archers must be ranked among the
top 20 adults or ranked within the top 10 in the junior division, Brown said. Also, they are required to
train full-time, and must be approved by the Athlete
Training Committee and the United States Olympic
Committee (USOC). The USOC funds the room
and board for these athletes.
A typical day begins with morning physical training. Between the hours of 9 AM and noon, Robey
and her teammates practice shooting at the 109 meter
deep and 205 meter wide Easton Archery Complex.

NAA News

ARCO Training Facility Provides
Opportunities for Archers at All Levels

Vittorio Frangilli

Special Feature

The Sagittarius Files
Introduction
At the end of 1995 the Archery Club SAGITTARIUS of the Netherlands started its Internet
web site, that was also the host for a message
board open to everybody to discuss all aspects of
archery.
For unknown reasons, this board started to
be frequented by contributors from all around the
world, probably looking for a more serious place
than USNET Groups to discuss archery.
All messages posted to the board since then
are still there, classified in more than 200 files.
Inside those files archers might find any answer to
any question that could come to his mind. Or, at
least, several different answers to his questions,
posted by all sort of contributors, from archery
amateurs to world champions.
The Sagittarius Blackboard, as it is officially
called, is now a legend in the archery world. The
legend also says that for every one hundred contributors, there are thousands of lurkers there
every day looking for the answers to their questions.
The modest idea behind this article is to
extract from the files some specific topics already
discussed and share them with all readers in conversational form, where all opinions are reported
“as mailed to the board,” in a sort of virtual
“round table” about the chosen topic. All contributors are recognizable by their nicknames,
that are usually the same all through the
Sagittarius files. Some of the contributors are very
well known, others are less. It is for you to guess
who they are.

T

he Sagittarius board is reachable at the following Internet address: http://margo.student.utwente.nl/cgi-bin/bb/bb.pl?sagibb
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The Sagittarius Files — Training for Quality
Files 158 and 159 / 9 – 12 January, 2001
The original files can be reached at the following
Internet addresses—
File 158 - http://margo.student.utwente.nl/cgibin/bb/bb.pl?sagibb&store=158
File 159 - http://margo.student.utwente.nl/cgibin/bb/bb.pl?sagibb&store=159
This discussion about training started casually from
another topic about the life expectations of risers and
limbs. The contributors to this discussion are from
Canada, USA, Great Britain, Italy, Portugal and
Singapore.
{Tuesday, 9 January 2001 at 19:53 MET}
Rick:
. . . Just to let those know, I used to shoot over
50,000 arrows per year easily and the only riser I
had twisting problems was the original GM. It
was fixed when they went to the GM+. I have
never heard top archers complain about twisted
risers after the GM+ except a few machined risers
that appear to have been machined that way.
Also, I never broke a riser and only broke one pair
of limbs which happened upon the first 50 shots.
This was attributed to a bad glue job. I can honestly say I have shot over a million arrows and
most of those shots were 49 pounds plus at a 30
plus draw length. So I did give my equipment a
thorough field test. Also, I switched risers every
other year due to the abuse it had, until the bow
companies decided to change designs every year
for bigger and better sales (and profits). The
limbs lasted even longer. I hated to change limbs
since it was hard to find a good comfortable pair.
Once I had them, I kept them for a good three
years. Still I did not have that many problems. I
do know that when Zabrodski of Ukraine won
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Superior Limbs
the World Championships in Switzerland in 1989 he complained that
his limbs were losing poundage. Others who had shot a lot of arrows
said the same thing. So, the amount of shots can attribute to a loss of
poundage in the limbs, but if you take good care of your equipment
it should last for years.
{Wednesday,
10
January
2001
at
23:38
MET}
Al:
Rick, regarding your yearly volume of 50,000+ arrows, did you work
at all during those years (I mean a regular, full-time job)? Volume is
always a hot topic between my coach and I. I am just curious about
your “life circumstances” when shooting that much.
Thanks.
{Thursday, 11 January 2001 at 0:23 MET}
Vittorio:
We have already been discussing numbers of arrows in a year on this
forum. But, Rick’s comment needs some more consideration . . .
50,000+ is really a terrible number, considering 6 days of shooting per
week and a total minimum of 30 days off, it means average of >180
arrows/day, that includes also days of travel and days of low level training, so continuous peaks of 300 to 400 arrows per day have to be considered, too, to get this average.
While to shoot more than 400 arrows per day is not uncommon
at high level, what is uncommon is to shoot continuously during the
year, and this even stresses more these numbers.
Anyhow, the number of arrows needed to keep shooting at high
level depends a lot from the way you train and the initial level you
have.
Michele has ended the 2000 year with just a something less than
28,000 arrows, that is 2,000 more than it was in the 1996 (all other
years were less). My daughter Carla(12), from the other end, has finished at 5,000, by shooting twice a week, only. These number are
exact numbers, with very small margin of mistake. They both bear a
small manual counter and count each arrow they shoot, and then they
register the daily total on a notebook (those made of paper...).
By this system, I have learned a lot about differences between the
perceived level of training and the real one, that is usually quite different.
As far as the stress to the bows is concerned, Michele has alternated seven different risers during the year, and six different pairs of
limbs. The most used combination has not reached more than 30% of
the total arrows shot. That means, no reliability problems at all, no
stress to the materials, and less risk than that faced by one 10,000
arrow shooter with only one bow . . . .
{Thursday,
11
January
2001
at
3:04
MET}
Rick:
Al & Vittorio. I know it sounds crazy, but I have taken a lot of time
to reflect on my past several years of shooting. Vittorio, I respect what
you believe to be solid numbers with Michele. I hope you respect the
time I spent out in the field. I know that the last 5 years I probably
have not put in even close to 50,000 arrows total! But when I was
shooting and training a lot I was shooting virtually every day that I
Continued on the Next Page
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This Gold Medal winning
limb’s revolutionary design
gives you a smoother draw
and increased speed. Its
foam core and advanced tip
design stores more energy,
and solid carbon and foam
laminates promote high heat
resistance and durability.

glass
carbon
foam
carbon
glass

The new Vector limb features a unique lamination
design that gives it
unmatched strength and
performance. Its foam core
is resistant to heat for
consistency in every shot.

glass
carbon
foam
carbon
foam
glass

This affordable limb gives
any archer the additional
performance needed for
unparalleled weather resistance. Kinetic’s design offers
a carbon core for a fast and
comfortable shot.

glass
carbon
wood
carbon/glass
wood
glass

The new Edge limb is the
best, most affordable wood
core limb available. Its
multi-laminate, solid maple
core is coated with high
strength fiber-glass for durability, weather resistance and
extreme value.

glass
wood
wood
glass

www.hoytusa.com

Continued From the Previous Page

remember Al, each individual chooses their priorities.
Although we may say that we have other responsibilities,
that is because we chose to accept those responsibilities.
Now don’t go blasting me thinking that I was irresponsible. I only made commitments that I could keep. Do I
regret the life I lived? I have loved every minute of it!
Even the hard times. They just make you appreciate the
good times!
Sorry for such a long winded explanation.

was not flying somewhere. When I was at several tournaments I would train a lot before the event while at the
event. Even during the event I was out shooting a lot of
arrows. I talked to Spigarelli some time back and we both
agreed, as I was getting older I required a lot more arrows
to stay in top shape. Your son is close to the peak of his
physical control at the moment. Youth has it’s advantages! As I aged I realized I had to shoot a lot more arrows
to get the control and stamina I was accustomed to. I
peaked in mental form in 1985 (age 32), I peaked in
physical form in 1993 (40). A lot of that had to do with
my drive and love of the sport. There were many times
that I would practice a minimum of 100 arrows in the
morning and 100 at night. Recognize I trained close to
over 50% up close and on a blank bale. I could shoot 100
arrows in less than 45 minutes!

{Thursday, 11 January 2001 at 4:35 MET}
Leung Kam Hon:
Rick: Your achievement and the scores you shot are vivid
proof of what you have done. I would only be surprised
if you shot less than that. God is fair!
{Thursday, 11 January 2001 at 9:04 MET}
Vittorio:
Rick, I have no doubt that you have been an incredibly
dedicated athlete. My post was about all the theories
around about the “number of arrows” needed at high
level . . . . My coaching system and the theories I have
developed from it are considering basically that the environment and the available time are the two main factors
to be considered in any training situation.
So, it is useless to plan programs of hundreds of
arrows per day if the archer is a normal student or working person and not a professional.
Considering only the number of
arrows, the archer will end up with
the idea that shooting at three
meters on blank bale will cover
this aspect of training. But this is
what I call “quantity training,”
and something to be totally avoided. Short distance bale shooting is
(may be) good for warm up at the
beginning of the archery session
and relaxing at the end, but in the middle you’ll need a
number of “quality shots” on target at least three times in
number those shot at short distance.
As a matter of fact, it is quite common that shooting
at short distance with no target and no “controls”, you’ll
get involved in small mistakes in your actions that
become “memorized“ by your sequence giving as result
that while your physical strength increases, the control
capability decreases. I usually say to my students that
each single “bad” arrow they shoot needs two very good
arrows immediately after to be compensated. So, if you
shoot 200 even slightly bad arrows in short distance
training, you’ll need 400 good arrows to get back to the
starting point . . . .
Again, I see that my English is a little limited to sim-

Al: I worked close to 60 hours per week and many times
I worked longer. I was a consultant for over eight archery
companies and I was the NAA fund raiser and during
some of my finer moments I ran the USAT program, setting up the training camps, setting the schedules, inviting the coaches, communicating with the all parties
involved as well as organizing most of the scientific
research that we were implementing. A couple of reasons
that I was able to train so much and still work the hours
I worked. First was my time management. I monitored
my time from 5AM when I woke
up to 11PM when I went to bed. I
worked on weekends when I was
home. I have been accused of
being a workaholic. I don’t think
so. I just enjoy what I do. And
finally, the one major reason I
could work and find time to train
was setting my priorities. I chose
archery over virtually everything
else. I did not go out partying a
lot, nor did I spend time socializing while training. I
trained physically and mentally all day. My running, lifting and shooting was virtually an everyday occurrence in
the mornings and the evenings. My mental was every
moment I could get during a relaxing period (waiting in
line, sitting on a plane, bus or other mode of transportation, every night before I fell a sleep I shot mental
arrows-close to a FITA round, every morning when I
woke up and before I got out of bed I shot more mental
rounds-usually 36 arrows). That is why I make a lousy
coach. I know what it takes to get to the level I was at and
the length of time I was at that level. When an archer
tells me that they want to be a certain level of archer, you
only need look at the dedication and drive they have to
see if they will come close to achieving their dream. Just

So, it is useless to plan
programs of hundreds of
arrows per day if the
archer is a normal student or working person
and not a professional.
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ply explain those concepts, but, trying to summarize:
1) If you are not a professional,
better to concentrate on “quality
training” only and forget the
number of arrows.
2)Do not continue to shoot if you
are not shooting well, but do
not stop shooting until you are
not shooting well ( . . . boh ; ))
3) Do not allow any mistake to be
repeated for two consecutive
arrows.
4) The cleanness and repetitively of
the action is the most important
factor, provided that the result of
each single shot is an X ten.
5) An X ten is not a good result if
coming from a bad shot.
6) The “quality” of the archer
increases almost indefinitely as a
direct function of the difference
between the cumulated number of “good” shots and
the cumulated number of “bad shots”
Too much zen for this morning . . . better start working
...

up to Scottish Squad a couple of years back, and began
his talk on training habits with “Firstly I find out when
sunrise the next day is . . . ,” the amount of work he put
in was truly phenomenal, although I believe Vittorio
(please correct me if I’m wrong) is saying he perhaps didn’t “need” to put in the sort of hours shooting that he
did, I believe he really just “wanted” to . . .

{Thursday, 11 January 2001 at 14:27 MET}
John K:
Rick and Vittorio - this is a really interesting discussion.
Like many other people on the board, I’d love to have a
serious go at training to be a top archer but I don’t really
have the time to practice because of silly things like work
8-) (Of course, I may not have the ability either, but you
never know until you try.) It’s good to get some info on
the lives and training regimes of top archers.

{Thursday, 11 January 2001 at 19:43 MET}
Rick:
Vittorio. I agree with you on most every point. However,
I did not communicate what is going on with that many
shots. My fault, not yours. First and foremost, I have
never, ever shot an arrow without one hundred percent
effort on execution or quality. My focus is feeling the
shot. Making it feel relaxed and smooth. I demand feedback from myself on every shot. Each shot is considered
the most important shot I will ever have to make. While
I shoot lots of arrows up close, I believe I have been very
successful in focusing on the right idea. That is FEELing
every shot so that you know what a good shot FEELs like
and you strive for that FEELing each and every time. A
perfect example of this is to watch an archer shoot at a
target and watch how most struggle through the clicker
and usually they either collapse or explode when the
clicker clicks. Now have them go up close to the blank
bale and watch how they come through the clicker with
ease and then when the clicker clicks they usually execute
a nice shot and followthrough. That is because they are
focusing on the wrong things while aiming. The key is to
get your nice beautiful form while on a blank bale to

{Thursday, 11 January 2001 at 15:39 MET}
gt:
VittorioAgain I completely agree with you !
Truly this is a new millennium . . . ; )
{Thursday, 11 January 2001 at 19:33 MET}
David:
Rick: You let yourself have six hours sleep a night?! You
must have been exhausted!! I’ve tried doing something
similar this year (although not to the same extent) combining the 100+ arrows I want to shoot a day plus studying for my final exams, it really isn’t easy! Although I can
confirm that Steve Hallard (GB team member and silver
medallist at the world champs (can’t recall the year)) has
or had a very similar training diary to your own, he came

Continued on Page 40
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Part 2 of 2

Compound Tech 200

Eric Wojciechowski

Indoor Nationals,
Anyone?
Okay, so you’ve been practicing and shooting leagues
for the past six months, attending tournaments for
the past four, including your state or sectional tourney (Yes?), and you’ve made your reservations and
planned your route. Now let’s discuss each day’s
events, what to expect, or what not to expect.
Friday
I hope you left early enough to arrive in Kansas
City allowing enough time to relax and see the
town. Last year, we stayed in a hotel near the
Kansas City Royals and Chiefs Stadiums. So,
after a short nap (we left Milwaukee at 4AM), we
drove over to the stadiums and looked around.
After meeting up with some friends, we set out
for dinner. The hotel provided us with a list of
local restaurants along with directions and general overview of what
they serve. Later on
that evening we decided to take a drive
downtown to the hall
where the shoot was
taking place. Parking is
a little tricky, but the
hall is generally easy to
find.
Upon arriving we
first hit the registration
table to get checked in.
I received a nametag,
an arrow puller, and
a r c h e r y
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my scorecards, along with my target butt number. Be sure to put your scorecards in a safe place
so they are not lost or forgotten in the morning.
With registration taken care of it was time for a
look around. The sheer size of the hall was amazing, there were two walls set up with fifty target
mats on each wall, four targets to a mat. Around
the corner from there were maybe another fifty
mats—this is where the cubs and cadets shoot.
The biggest suggestion I can make for Friday
night is that you get down to the hall early
enough to practice. I was unaware that practice
was held in the evening, so needless to say, my
bow sat back at the hotel. I was really kicking
myself because this would have been a great way
to break the ice, shooting on the mat I would be
shooting on Saturday. So get down there early

f o c u s

and practice. If you happen to have
younger children shooting you will
be able to register them for “Practice
With the Pros.” The kids get to shoot
a practice game with a professional
shooter and get to take home a bag of
“goodies” from sponsors. I do believe
you have to register for this when you
send in your registration fees.
So now that your adrenaline is
really pumping, it is time to head back to the hotel for a
good night’s rest. If you are anything like me, you will
have to start this process early, I know that I check the
clock and alarm about a dozen times each night to be
sure I don’t over sleep. At the same time, do not neglect
having some fun, go swimming, take a walk through the
hotel, have a drink if you wish, make it a mini vacation.

arrows in the top targets. After the second line, a huge
mass of humanity (22 shooters) walks down to score and
pull their arrows. After the sixth end the archers switch.
The archers who shot second and on top will now drop
down and shoot first, this will help keep things even.
You should get a good feel for things after your two
practice ends. For me, with all the adrenaline pumping,
my bow felt as light as a feather, which made aiming a little tricky, this went away after a few ends. For some
shooters the constant popping of arrows hitting the butts
became unnerving. I saw a few archers remedy this by
wearing earplugs. Remember the saying I mentioned in
the first article, “Shoot bad the first day shoot early the
next”? Well, that could not be more true. For nationals,
you will need to shoot extremely well not to be shooting
the seven o’clock line on Sunday. If it is your first time at
nationals do not be surprised or disappointed if you end
up shooting the early line. I feel odd saying this, like it is
okay to shoot poorly, but it is a huge shoot, especially if
it is your first time, and almost everyone gets nervous. In
fact, last year I felt I was pretty well prepared to shoot
well, until I released my first scoring arrow, a swimmer
(arrow in the blue). I was so excited to see where my
arrow hit that I pulled my head out of the shot and
dropped my bow arm. I was lucky to hit blue, this
instantly took me out of competition, the rest of the
afternoon didn’t go well, but I
learned a lot and made some new
friends.
After you have turned in your
scorecard be sure and check out
the vendor area. Most of the
major archery manufacturers will
have booths set up with representatives to talk to. Some have their
products for sale. You will also be
able to purchase NFAA products
such as shirts with the NFAA logo
or a design from that year’s shoot.

Saturday
Rise and shine! Be sure to get up early enough to have
some breakfast (how early depends on your line time and
personal breakfast preference). It is a good idea to eat
something for breakfast; it gets to be a long day of shooting a double line (explained later). I arrived at the hall
about an hour and a half early to allow ample time to
check in, set up my bow, (secure storage is available) and
watch the line before me shoot. I also suggest that you
have a bottle of water or other beverage available before
your shooting time, you can get a little dry while shooting. Before you know it, it will be your time to shoot, so
step up to the line for last minute instructions. You will
be shooting a double line, which means there will be four
shooters on each target butt. There will be two targets on
the top and two targets on the bottom. The two archers
with the bottom targets shoot first. After their four minutes are up, the next line steps up and shoots their five

Continued on the Next Page
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shooting for a championship in the afternoon. Shooting
lines are the same with a double line, four shooters to a
mat. If you have the time Sunday, check out the shooting form of the pros and top amateurs. You can really
learn a lot by watching them, such as how they deal with
the pressure of a big shoot, the equipment they use, as
well as their form. There is also an awards ceremony after
shooting is completed to hand out the coveted bowl (the
trophy for first place) to the national champion.
Conclusion
At nationals there is no dress code, but I believe the way
you look and feel has a big impact on how well you
shoot. So wear your favorite, most comfortable shirt with
a nice pair of pants and don’t forget your shooting shoes.
Also, be sure to take some pictures for the skeptics back
home that don’t believe the size of the shoot. Your first
year at nationals should be a learning experience as well
as fun, so take in all you can. Before you know it you’ll
be heading home thinking about the coming outdoor
season. Last, while you’re at nationals remember you are
an ambassador for the sport of archery, so present yourself in a positive light.

Con’t From the Previous Page

Also
available will be jackets and pins; so be
prepared to spend some
money. If you didn’t get
enough shooting that afternoon
you might want to try a change of
pace and try the 3-D shoot for cash
prizes. Also available is the Saturday
evening pro-am shoot, I believe the cost is
US$15. This shoot pairs amateur shooters
with professionals, then you shoot a 30 arrow
Vegas round for cash prizes. So if you feel thirty
more arrows won’t hurt Sunday’s performance, go for it.
After dinner and some relaxing you my want to take a
ride back to the hall, as line times and target numbers for
Sunday will be posted in the window of the hall.
Remember morning comes soon, so get some rest.

E

njoy yourself and the experience. Have fun! Hope to
see you in April. Practice hard.

Eric Wojciechowski
lives in Milwaukee, WI
with his wife, Sue, and
two daughters, Aly and
Katy, and is currently employed as a sheet
metal mechanic. Eric has been shooting competitive archery since 1997, and is a proud
member of West Allis Bowmen.

Sunday
For those who didn’t shoot well Saturday, Sunday morning comes way too quickly. The shooting schedule for
Sunday works up to a grand finale, with the pros and top
amateurs shooting in the afternoon. For me shooting at
seven o’clock took a lot of the pressure off. There was still
a lot of shooters, but not as many spectators. Altogether
it’s a much more relaxed atmosphere than if you are
a r c h e r y
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The Sagittarius Files (Continued from Page 35)

transfer over while aiming at a target at long distance.
When I was very young, my father had me shoot poor
shots while shooting at the target. The purpose was to
know where the arrow goes if you gripped your bow or
dropped your bow arm or plucked the string. That way
when you were in a competition and an arrow went into
a certain spot and you could eliminate the equipment or
weather, then you had a good chance of knowing what
you did wrong to end up in that particular area. Now,
what you did with that information determined if you
were capable of correcting or crying over shooting poorly. I learned very quickly that once you recognise what
you did wrong, you focused on doing it correctly the
next several shots. Also, another practice I was taught by
my father was while shooting on a blank bale look at
your bow arm while shooting or look at your bow hand.
This way you can see the action while shooting and you
can feel it at the same time. This is great feedback to
know if you are grabbing your bow or torquing your bow
or dropping your bow arm.
I agree with your statement that it takes at least two
good arrows to correct for a bad shot. However, you have
to know how the good shot FEELs like in order to
understand what a good shot is. That comes from lots of
blank bale shooting AND knowing the FEEL of the perfect shot. The FEEL of the perfect shot comes from having confidence in your shooting to trust your aim and
come through the clicker with no fear and execute like
you know how and FEEL the energy flow through this
shot and know that the arrow is
going in the 10 before it hits.
Then you do it again and again
and again. You have to learn
what FEELing the shot is all
about before you can truly take
advantage of blank bale training. You commented about
blank bale usage as beginning
for warm up and then at the
end to relax or wind down. To
me, that is only part of the program. Most people miss out in
knowing that I and like most
“professionals” focus on FEELing the shot to make sure
that everything is in tune or balance while shooting. We
go through several check lists to see where we need to
focus during the competition, knowing full well that we
may need to make changes or corrections as we compete
during the day. I have watched many Koreans start on
the blank bale while practicing, then start their scoring at
a target. All of a sudden some will stop their scoring and
go over to the blank bale and shoot several arrows, then
go back to shooting at the target. This tells me that they
are very aware of FEELing the shot and they are seeking
that perfect shot at all times. When they lose the FEEL,

they slip back over to the blank bale and try to capture
that FEEL again. Then they go back to the target and
continue to implement their FEEL while aiming.
I will comment on each of your statements.
1) Shoot quality at all times, but shoot a ton of them!
2) If you are shooting poorly, continue to work on your
problems at the closer distances or even without a
target to learn the correct FEEL again. Then when
you FEEL comfortable again, go back to the target
at further distances, but keep focusing on that
FEEL.
3) The best way to not make a repetitive mistake is to
learn to FEEL the shot.
4) I agree. The final outcome of winning is because of
the score, not the beauty of the archer’s form.
Therefore, use the 10 ring as an indication of grouping which can only be caused by consistent shooting.
Learn to shoot consistently, therefore learn how to
FEEL!
5) Bad shots happen. If you shoot a 10 with a bad shot,
accept the ten, but not how you achieved it. Focus
on doing it right the next time. You may have seen
top archers shake their heads in frustration, although
they are shooting 10s. This is because they know
that the FEEL was wrong and they got away with it
that time. They are working very hard at doing it
right, because they know that eventually that poor
‘10’ shot will catch up with them!
6) I agree.
Now, the big question is
who in their right mind would
ever shoot so many arrows? : )

When I was very young, my
father had me shoot poor
shots while shooting at the
target. The purpose was to
know where the arrow goes
if you gripped your bow or
dropped your bow arm or
plucked the string.
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John K. Consider your level of
shooting, consider your goals
for the season and determine
the amount of time you have
for your training and then
decide on the level of your
capabilities. After all of this,
take “baby steps” or small steps
to get just a little bit better. If
you focus on the little things,
your score will improve. The problem that I see in most
archers is that they want to improve 200 points in one
week! It won’t happen. Try to slowly increase your efforts
in small increments and you will be more successful than
you can ever imagine. In a couple of years when you get
to a point that shows you have what it takes to be a “professional”, then you will have to make a determination of
all or nothing. At your current stage of the game right
now, get out there, learn more about yourself, develop
quality practice techniques and slowly grow. Oh, and
while you are out there, have one hell of a good time! :)
Don’t forget, it’s the journey most of us remember after
f o c u s

we accomplish our goal, not the accomplishment
itself.
{Thursday, 11 January 2001 at 20:50 MET}
Wayne:
Vittorio and Rick: excellent discussion, just excellent! Thank you both for sharing! In fact, I think
we might posit Vittorio’s six comments, as
extended by Rick, as Frangilli’s Laws of Archery!
All six are important principles, but among them
the sixth is perhaps (IMHO) the single most
important and bears repeating:
6. The ability or “quality” of an archer increases
directly and in proportion with the cumulative
difference between good shots and bad shots.
Thanks again,
Wayne Caviness
{Friday, 12 January 2001 at 1:13 MET}
Vittorio:
Rick, you have been a master and I’m a simple
amateur, but I see that even coming from different experiences, many conclusions are the same . . .
Wayne, thanks but I have no ambitions to establish any
kind of Frangilli’s law. The only law really applicable to
archery is Murphy’s law ;o)
gt, it seems you don’t remember you have agreed with me
many other times in the past millennium, too.
{Friday, 12 January 2001 at 12:14 MET}
Gonçalo:
Rick, Vittorio
Thank you both for a most interesting discussion. I wish
we had a lot of chat like that.
❧
Edited by Vittorio Frangilli from the Sagittarius Files.
No changes have been made to the original postings, apart
from omission of their “out of topics” parts and a small number of typos corrected.
December, 28, 2001

Vittorio Frangilli shot an 1100 in a FITA
Star in 1977, but his highest score never
reached the 1200 level. He qualified several
times to shoot the Italian Field Championships,
but never medaled. Being one of the top archers
in Italy and unable to find an established local
archery coaching school he started studying and
coaching archery using written manuals and
books coming from the USA and Canada.
From 1986, when his son Michele had his first official archery competition, his life changed a lot and slowly he moved from the “archer” side
to the “coach” side. Under his coaching, a total of 38 Italian Champion
titles in Target, Indoor, and Field Archery (individual and team) have
been won.
He likes coaching children and getting them growing “inside” archery.
Michele’s daughter Carla, 12 years old, is shooting since age 6 and is also
very promising.
In full collaboration with his son Michele, he does advanced testing of
new materials for major Italian manufacturers of archery equipment and
often writes articles for archery magazines.
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Dan Quillian

Understanding Spine
In Wooden Arrows

Traditional Archery

I have written extensively about wooden arrows and
their spine (see AFm Vol 5, No. 1 & 2 ), but I realized I hadn’t finished the topic yet. Here are a few
more things I have to contribute on wooden arrows.
Dan

A

spine tester measures the deflection of an
arrow shaft supported near both ends with a
weight (usually two lb.) hanging in the middle (see
photo). It’s semicircular scale generally has two
measurements with the most commonly used one
being bow weight. This scale was designed for self
bows during the 1940s. As glass laminated bows
became popular in the 1950s, better arrow makers
would add five pounds to the actual weight of the
bow for arrow spine purposes. This was a reasonably close estimate for mid-weight bows but gave
weak readings for heavy bows with long draws. In
the 1980s, new lighter, stronger bowstring materials changed the whole relationship between bow
weight and arrow spine by increasing the efficiency of bows. This made it almost impossible to
accurately match wooden arrows to bows by any
rule of thumb.
To complicate matters even more, the lower
the bow weight and the
shorter the arrow, the less
critical
the
deflection
becomes. For example, a self
bow of 35 lb. drawn 28˝
would shoot arrows well that
had spines from 0.670 to 0.620 deflection. That’s
a range of 50 thousands of an inch deflection. On
a good 85 lb. recurve drawn to 28˝ arrows would
shoot well with deflections from 0.275 to 0.260, a
spread of only 15 thousands of an inch deflection.

quencies of vibration from other arrow materials
such as aluminum, glass, or carbon. This means
the deflection measured for one material cannot be
used for different arrow materials. The deflection
measured by a spine tester is a measurement called
static spine which is effectively different for different materials because of the difference in the frequency of vibration of the material. Static spine is
only a practical measurement if the arrows are of
the same material.
The longer the arrow is, the slower it oscillates, therefore, the stiffer it behaves and the faster
it flies. (This behavior is called the dynamic spine of
the arrow. It incorporates the different vibrational
frequencies of the material and all of the other factors,
but it can’t be measured in a simple jig, like a spine
tester. Ed.). But the part of the arrow that counts is
only the part of the shaft between the nock and the
pivot point of the bow at a full draw. Anything
beyond that point is merely point weight.
Although many archers have tried to include
minor variations of point weight, as a major factor
in arrow spine, years of bare shaft shooting have
shown it to be a minor factor within reasonable
variations (+⁄- 40 gr). The so called ‘maxi fletch’ is no
more than an attempt to
compensate for poor arrow
matching to the bow. These
large fletches slow the arrow
down, costing penetration to
the hunter and trajectory to
the competition shooter.

Spine is a function of
the cast of the bow, not
the weight of the bow.

F

or an arrow to match a bow, it must complete
one oscillation from the time the string is
released (the string starts out moving to left for a
right-hand shooter) until the fletch passes the
pivot point. This allows the fletch to clear the bow.
(See my explanation and diagrams of the Archer’s
Paradox in Vol. 5, No. 2.) Wood has different frea r c h e r y
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I

don’t know of any large manufacturers of wood
shafts or arrows that even try to sell shafts that
will match modern long bows and recurves. Wood
shafts have four sides, two stiff and two weak.
There is as much as 15 lb. difference around the
shaft between the stiffest point and the weakest.
The cock feather should be aligned with the stiffest
side of the shaft and the manufacturer’s electronic
spine sorters don’t even mark which side they
checked. There may be some custom arrow makers that do the job well, but I don’t know of one

f o c u s

thicker wall, heavier shaft that
matches
your
draw and bow
weight. With a
good traditional
bow, bow efficiency increases with
the mass of the
arrow up to an
optimum point at
about 10 grains
per pound of bow weight. The big advantage in using
Easton aluminum shafts is the large variety of shaft sizes
and weights available. You can always buy another set to
match the ones you have, or some a little stiffer or weaker
if that is what you need. In Africa my son and I took 11
big game animals of up to
1800 lb. with 2419 shafts and
190 gr. points with no crippling loss. Finding the right
combination is well worth the
time.
My son, a top competitor in traditional circles, has a
28˝ draw and a 71 lb bow and uses 0.270 barrel tapered
wood arrows for competition. He hunts, though, with an
Easton 2317 because it is almost impossible to get woods
that stiff now. Both shafts fly well with no feathers and that
is the only way I know of to be sure your arrow is the correct spine for your bow.

now. I would be
glad to hear from
one. Just remember—making
arrows pretty does
not make arrows
group.
If you intend
to be the best
archer you can be,
and shoot wooden
arrows as is required by many traditional tournaments, then you need
access to a spine tester that will read in thousands of an
inch deflection. Once you learn what deflection will fly
straight out your bow at 15 yards, with no fletch, you can
use that to make new arrows that will match the ones you
shoot. John Hood won the
Howard Hill World Long
Bow Championship after he
took a spine tester to Lowe’s
Building Supply and picked
out a matched set of ramin dowels by going through hundreds of the ones they had in stock. John new what deflection would fly perfectly out of his bow.
Once you reach this point you will be a better
archer/bowhunter than 90% of those out there.

Making arrows pretty
does not make arrows group.

I

think the biggest fraud ever committed on archers, was
the use of the term “practice arrow” for mismatched
(usually cheap) arrows. How could anyone ever learn to
shoot if no two arrows shot the same. Suppose you are just
starting out or changing from a compound to a traditional bow, and you don’t have access to a spine tester and a
grain scale, and have not yet developed traditional form.
How can you succeed when you cannot determine what
spine arrows you need and then assemble a set of those
arrows to shoot? I recommend you eliminate that factor
and get an Easton aluminum arrow chart that shows traditional bows. Yes, I said aluminum, and don’t rely on a
pro shop salesman who shoots a compound bow. Get your
hands on the chart and figure it out for yourself. Use a

W

hat this all settles down to is this, if you want to be
a better traditional shot or if you want to be a better bowhunter, find out how much better you can shoot
with a perfectly matched set of arrows. If you can do better with Easton aluminum arrows, your woods are just not
good enough. A spine tester would help.
Poor matching between arrows and bows is a major cause of
missing among traditional archers.

Dan Quillian has taught, or
helped, thousands of bowhunters in
his bow clinics, both locally and
nationally. He is a member of the
Southeastern Outdoor Press Association and the Outdoor Writer's
Association of America. He has run
an indoor archery range and pro
shop. Dan has also produced a video
tape on traditional archery techniques.
Dan Quillian was recently identified by Archery Business Magazine as
one of the 25 most important people in
the archery business.
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Archery Etiquette

Much Ado About Archery Etiquette
The Line Dance

Mum’s the Word

Dear Cynthia,
I am fairly new to archery and recently started shooting in a league. I have been given a
few pointers on “etiquette,” but am wondering why I am getting “the look” from a few
people when I’m done shooting and I step off
the line. Am I doing something wrong?
Sincerely,
Brow Beaten in Buffalo

Dear Cynthia,
Our family shoots as a team over at our local
archery center, and I get very frustrated when I
am trying to ‘coach’ our kids and teach them
“manners,” and the adults are being loud and
using coarse language. Have other archery families had this issue to deal with?
Sincerely,
Cranky in Colorado Springs

You are probably getting “the look” because
you are stepping off the line before others
are done shooting. When it comes right
down to it, archery is truly an individual
sport. And in the name of sportsmanship,
one should “do unto others as you would
have them do unto you.” In the case of stepping off the line when you are done shooting, you need to be mindful of other shooters. Some leagues or sanctioned shoots have
a rule that nobody steps off the line until
everyone is done shooting. If someone in

In the same regard as staying on the line, it
can be very perturbing to listen to the drone
of crass comments and foul language
throughout an evening; especially if there
are young archers present. You can try to
drown it out, but there will always be those
who talk above the level of normal conversation.
One night at league, two individuals
behind me were “complaining” of how
“unhappy” they were with their shooting
and pretty soon, it went from themselves to

the next lane steps off the line, say, when
you are at a full draw, it can not only be distracting, but they run the risk of bumping
you when they turn and walk away. By having a “stay on the line” rule, archers realize
“how much time” they really have, therefore, allowing them to relax and concentrate
on each shot, rather than rushing their
shots. You need to ask what your individual
league rules are, and even if it’s not an “official” rule, it may just be better to wait on
the line.

how bad the other was! Now to be honest, I
found the exchange quite hilarious, but the
point is, I had to let down twice because of
it, and one time I burst out laughing, which
I’m sure annoyed someone else! The “perpetrators” apologized, and there really was no
harm done.
Try the direct approach and ask the
offenders to watch their language as there
are children present. If you get no response,
you might suggest to whoever runs your
league, to have a “family teams” night,
where the likelihood of bad language would
be at a minimum if at all. And, here again,
the “respecting others” does eventually
become contagious behavior.

 eries lucidating the iner oints of rchery iquette

Cynthia Lovold

a r c h e r y
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Archery Focus Back Issues
Back Issues of Archery Focus magazine are US$. each, which includes shipping and handling in the U.S. Call for international shipping
prices. Call ... or fax ... or write PMB , -A Freeman Lane, Grass Valley, CA . Supplies are limited.
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